
The Young Black Males Guide
to Success
This Book is a compilation of things that I feel our young Men should know. Some
of these ideas are my own others I have cultivated throughout my youth and adult
life.I would like to personally thank those whom entrusted me with these jewels.I
also pray that they assist as many of our furture leaders as humanly possible.To
the parents whom will distribute this to their young men, I ask that you allow the
young man to digest and think as these ideas are only effective if the subject
chooses to participate fully. I assure youthese jewels will catch his attention just
allow him to do it his way. I do ask that you occasionally check in with him to ensure
he is looking over these words.Thank You again and let our journey begin!!!!

EJ The Shooter

1. Know who You Are

This is probably the most important teaching in this entire book and is the basis for
everything else I an suggesting to you in this book.A man without an identity is no
man at all.This is a principle that has been used against the Black American since
we arrived here in the USA. We were stripped of our culture and our dignity as
well as our identity.There were people who put forth a concious effort to supress
our people in these key areas. The result is what you see today. A group of people
stagnant and in some ways incapable of self sufficiencny. We forgot who we were
and it has costed us since the day we did. We are God’s chosen people. There are
those that walk around claiming to be the very same chosen people of God. They
are ultimately the guiding force behind all we have endured as Black Americans
from slavery til today.Your life is valuable and so are those of the people around
you. Treat them as such and experience all that you can while you have your
health and your freeodm, Do not compromise them for anything in this world. This
world is naturally against you because of your relationship with God. Give it no
opportunity to take you before your time.
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2. Your Education

It is critical to our future that you invest in and take advatntage of education and
opportunities. A decent education is the first step to independence. Independence
is the first step to prosperity. You can not create wealth while being an employee
of a corporation. Failure to secure a decent education will restrict you to mostly
manual labor jobs. There is nothing wrong with manual labor employment.
However CEO’s rarely some from that level. Do all you can to secure the tools that
will provide you the best opportunities always. And have fun doing it. Learning is
not always boring nor is it expected to be.Step outside of whats comfortable and
be different. The kids that take this route always end up successful or at least on
the right path to success. It doesn’t seem like this matters but I promise you it
does. The men and women who did not have a chance to hear these words wish
they would have now. No lies.

3. Friends

Friend is a strong word and should only be used for those whom truly are your
friends. Associates will come in and out of our lives daily,weekly,yearly. Those
people should not be mistaken for friends. They are simply acquaintances through
which whom share an existence. You are by no means enemies but you are also
not friends. Friends are people you can trust in your home around your valuables
and not ever have to consider for a moment this person may take from me or
try and somehow wrong me. If your friends aren’t in this mold lose them now!
Anyone who will steal from you once will steal from you twice. There is no honor
amongst thieves. Be careful of people with questionable behaviours. Simply being
around them can cause you your life. Distance yourself from thieves and liars
and the likes. People say birds of a feather flock together. Its unfair to assume
but usually that assumption is dead on. Whe you choose friends choose those
whom make you better and whom allow you to make them better. Anything less
is unacceptable for a young King.

4. Money Matters

Money is important but not the most important. If you manage money properly
you won’t find yourself needing to chase it. There are practical rules to managing
money. Some our people have always heard, some we have not. For instance,
at the age of 18 you are eligible to apply for and in most cases qualify for loans
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and credit. Do not I repeat do not do so without a job and the ability to repay what
you spend. Ignoring my warning will destroy your credit history. Good credit is a
necessity for a young black man. It is your key to a nice car a your own home your
own businesses etc. Don’t screw it up. This is another component to success in
this country. Please use it wisely!

5. The Authorities

Your encounters with people of authority will always be looked at differently than
those of non black peoples. As a black man any move you make is threatening.
Keep this in mind. Not because you need to bow down to the man but because.
They are terrified of the consequences they must ultimately face for the damage
they have caused our people. Rather than apologize they’d rather kill off those
whom they have wronged. They know they will have to reciprocate/pay us back
but they really don’t want to. This is why they are so quick to end our lives. We are
the men God choseas his favorites. Until our Lord returns we will be under this
pressure. Accept that and stay alive to receive all thatis owed to you. The judge is
downtown comply with the officers always. If you disagree tell your lawyers down
at the station. Don’t argue fight with run. All of that is clearly cause to shoot a
black man. Let em keep their bullets.

6. Your Family

Your family is your responsibility. Regardless of your age. If you chose to be a
parent while still a kid, thats your fault. You have to now put on your big poy pants
and provide for your child and your woman. Leaving her is not an option now that
you share a child.You both have a responsibilty to give that child the best life you
possibly can. It doesn’t matterwhat your father did. What matters is what you do.
It’s on you now to not fuck up another life just because you feel someone fucked
up yours. Be better. Thats the point of this existence. To be better. If you are not
ready to spend your life with one woman practice safe sex at all cost. Leaving
a single mother to raise a child is one of this worlds worst atrocities.It can be
prevented and you can start that trend. Lead your family like the true king you are.
Inspire your kids to be great and they will.Be deliberate about all you do.If you
operate with intentions you shall always see results in whatever it is you are doing.
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6.1. Exit Statement

I pray that something I have said in the aforementioned words has sparked some
sort of curiosity or passion within you. You were born to change a world and
everything in the world is working to make sure you fail. Don’t fail our future
depends on you. Don’t let us down by tapping out to drugs or women or gangs
or crime. Steer clear at will and succeed for all the people that died to give you a
chance. I wrote this because I love you brother and want to see yo with everything
you deserve.Go get it!!!~~
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